GENUINE NEXA ACCESSORIES
EXTERIOR STYLING KIT & TRUNK LINE SPOILER

The gorgeous exterior Styling Kit and the sleek Trunk Line Spoiler add a new charm to the striking looks of the Ciaz.
EXTERIOR ACCESSORIES

These finely crafted accessories are extraordinary when you are out on the roads, they are sure to get your car some more toes.
LAVISH ATTIRE | SEAT COVERS
Give an exciting new lease to your car's interior with these stylish seat covers.

- **Leather** + **Premium NV**
- **Cheek Leather highlight**
  Delta & Sigma: P829800030
  Delta & Signa: P829800020
- **Cheek mesh leather**
  Delta: P829800000
  Delta & Signa: P829800020
- **Premium Class Finish**
  Delta: P829800030
  Delta & Sigma: P829800020
- **Premium Class Living highlight**
  Delta: P829800010
  Delta & Sigma: P829800020
- **Premium Nappa Living Finish**
  Delta: P829800020
  Delta & Signa: P829800020
- **Premium Diamond Finish**
  Delta: P829800030
  Delta & Signa: P829800020
INTERIOR ACCESSORIES

These refined accessories are not only tasteful, but add an extra layer of grace to the interior.

1. Illuminated Door Sill Guard
2. Stainless Steel Door Sill Guard
3. Interior Styling Kit - Birch Brande Finish
4. Rear Sunshade
5. Designer Mat
6. Premium Carpet Mat
7. Sheepskin Carpet Mat
8. Premium Cushions - Beige
9. Speaker - 2 Way Coastal 26cm
10. Air Purifier
11. Digital Tyre Inflator
12. ECSTAR Premium Care Care Kit

INFOTAINMENT & A-LA-CARTE

These specially designed accessories make your driving experience both consistent and enjoyable.

1. Rear Seat Entertainment - DVD
2. Multimedia
3. 5-Channel AMP TV100W (VCP SD)
4. Subwoofer 1000W (88.3)